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A novel method is proposed by using multiple-wavelength double random phase encoding (MW-DRPE) with CCD-plane
sparse-phase multiplexing for optical information verification. Two different strategies are applied to conduct sparse-phase
multiplexing in the CCD plane. The results demonstrate that large capacity can be achieved for optical multiple-image
verification. The proposed optical verification strategy is implemented based on optical encoding, and the keys generated by
optical encryption can further guarantee the safety of the designed optical multiple-image verification system. The proposed
method provides a novel alternative for DRPE-based optical information verification. © 2015 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction
With a rapid development of modern technologies,
information security has been considered as one of the
most important topics. Since double random phase
encoding (DRPE) was proposed [1], optical encoding has
attracted more and more attention. In DRPE system, the
input image can be converted into stationary white noise
[1] by using two statistically–independent phase–only
masks placed in the input image plane and Fourier
domain, respectively. Its marked advantages [2–4], such
as parallel processing and multiple dimensions, have been
successfully illustrated. Various algorithms and
infrastructures [2–7], such as fully–phase [5] and Fresnel
transform [6], have also been developed.
It has been found that under some assumptions, it
may be possible for the attackers [8–10] to extract the
approximated principal keys, i.e., phase–only masks.
Although additional keys are integrated into DRPE
system [11,12], its linear characteristic has not been
effectively changed. It is desirable that nonlinear
strategies can be applied in DRPE system, and a higher
security can be achieved without highly increasing system
complexity. Photon–counting DRPE [13–16] has been
applied as an alternative, however a simple
implementation method has not been studied for optical
multiple–image verification. Other approaches [17–24]
have also been applied to design asymmetric structures
and optical multiple–image encoding (or authentication)

systems, however simple strategy using DRPE structure
has not been effectively developed and the multiplexing in
the CCD plane has not been explored for DRPE–based
optical multiple–image verification.
In this paper, a novel and simple method is proposed
by using multiple–wavelength double random phase
encoding (MW–DRPE) with CCD–plane sparse–phase
multiplexing for optical information verification. Two
different strategies are developed and applied to conduct
sparse–phase multiplexing in the CCD plane. It is found
that large capacity can be achieved for optical multiple–
image verification, and high security is also guaranteed
for the designed optical verification system because of the
encoding keys and invisibility of decoded images.
2. Theoretical analysis
Figure 1 shows a schematic setup for the proposed optical
system. The DRPE system is applied, and random phase–
only masks M1 and M2 are placed at the input image
plane and spatial frequency domain, respectively. Let
exp  j   x, y and exp  j   ,  denote phase–only masks
M1 and M2, where j  1, and   x, y and   ,  denote
2D maps randomly distributed in the range of
[0, 2 ]. Here, free–space wave propagation [6] is applied,
however it is straightforward to apply other transform
domains, such as fractional Fourier transform [7]. A series
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of different input images are encoded based on DRPE
system, and different wavelengths are applied for each
image encoding. Here, multiple wavelengths are applied
as a typical example for illustrating the proposed method,
and it can be straightforward to use variable distances.
The complex–valued wavefront O,  obtained in the
CCD plane can be described by



 (1)


 exp  j   , ,

On  ,   FrTn ,d2 FrTn ,d1 In  x, y  exp  j   x, y 

where In  x, y denotes input images (n=1……N), FrT
denotes free–space wave propagation [6,25], d1 and d2

denote axial distances, and n denotes light wavelength.
In practice, complex–valued wavefronts On , can be
obtained by using various optical methods, such as
holography [2]. In this study, only phase component is
reserved in the CCD plane and used for the decoding, and
phase component can be extracted as follows:

Pn  ,   PR On  , 

(2)

 On  ,  On  ,  ,

where PR denotes phase reservation operation, ||
denotes modulus operation, and Pn , denotes the
phase component extracted in the CCD plane. It is worth
noting that amplitude part of On , is not reserved, and
is not used for the decoding.
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Since multiple input images are encoded based on
DRPE system, a series of phase maps, i.e., Pn ,, are
correspondingly obtained in the CCD plane.
Subsequently, two different strategies are applied to
conduct sparse–phase multiplexing in the CCD plane.
Method 1:

PS( ,) 

P , S ,,
N

n

(3)
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PS( ,) PS( ,)
PSA( ,)  

0

if PS( ,)  0
, (4)
if PS(,)  0

where PSA( ,) denotes the synthesized phase map
obtained by method 1, and Sn , denotes the sparsity
map ( 512512 pixels) for an extracted phase map. For
instance, in one typical sparsity map, only few pixels (such
as 40.0%) are useful, and values of these useful pixels are
set as one (others are zero). Several sparsity maps are
applied, which are mutually independent and not related.
Although the total number of useful pixels can be the
same, positions of selected and useful pixels are random,
i.e., due to Sn ,.
Method 2:

Pˆ ( ,) 

P ,,
N

(5)

n

n1

PSM ( ,)  S ( ,)Pˆ ( ,),

(6)

where PSM ( ,) denotes the synthesized phase map
obtained by method 2, and S , denotes a sparsity map.
Since multiplication operation is involved in method 2, a
phase key in the CCD plane should be individually
generated for the decoding of each input image. The series
of phase keys are generated as follows:

 N

Ki ( ,)  conj 
Pn  ,  ,
n1,ni





CCD plane

Fig. 1. (Color online) A schematic setup for optical encoding: CCD,
charge–coupled device; M1 and M2, random phase–only masks.
Symbols 1 – N denote light wavelengths, and d1 and d2 denote
axial distances. Symbol N denotes the maximum number of the
input image. Phase–only mask M1 is placed just behind the
input image, and M1 and M2 can be adjusted as the same for
encoding different input images.

(7)

where integer i  1,2, N, and conj denotes complex
conjugate.
During optical recovery, the collimated plane wave is
generated for the illumination, and the synthesized
phase–only map is considered as the ciphertext. Figure 2
shows a schematic setup for the decoding. Since two
different sparse–phase multiplexing methods are applied,
different recovery strategies are employed and
respectively described by
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where Iˆn  x, y denotes the decoded images, asterisk
denotes complex conjugate, and

FrTn,d1

and

FrTn,d2

denote

free–space wave back–propagation [6,25]. Since only
sparse phase map in the CCD plane is reserved for optical
decoding, recovered images will not visually render any
useful information. Here, nonlinear correlation algorithm
[13,17,26,27] is further applied to verify the decoded
images, however it could be straightforward to apply
other correlation algorithms [28,29]. Nonlinear correlation
outputs are generated by [13,17,26,27]


Cn ( x, y)  IFT  FT  In( x, y)  FT Iˆn( x, y) 





* w1







*

FT  In ( x, y)  FT Iˆn( x, y)   ,

where w denotes strength of applied nonlinearity
[13,17,26,27], and FT and IFT respectively denote Fourier
transform and inverse Fourier transform. To illustrate the
proposed method, a flow chart is further shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) A schematic decoding setup for illustrating
method 1 and method 2: asterisk, complex conjugate; SPA,
synthesized phase map by method 1; SPM, synthesized phase
map by method 2. In method 2, one specific phase key, i.e.,
Ki ( ,), should be available for each image recovery, which is
placed just behind the synthesized phase map (SPM).

Fig. 3. (Color online) Flow chart for the proposed optical
encoding and verification system: Symbol “  ” denotes a
multiplication operation, and asterisk denotes complex
conjugate.

3. Results and discussion
The setups shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are conducted to
illustrate validity of the proposed optical system. A
collimated plane wave is generated for the illumination
during optical encoding and decoding, and the series of
light wavelengths is 630  20  (n 1), n  1,2, N  nm. Phase–only
masks M1 and M2 are randomly distributed in the range
of [0, 2 ], and axial distances d1 and d2 are 60.0 mm and
90.0 mm, respectively. Unlike conventional DRPE [1],
only phase distributions are extracted and maintained in
the CCD plane, and either a digital or optical approach
could be used during the decoding. Pixel size of 4.65 m
and pixel number of 512512 are employed during the
recordings. In practical applications, the synthesized
phase maps, i.e., PSA( ,) or PSM ( ,), can be embedded
into spatial light modulator controlled by the computer,
and multiple images can be sequentially recovered by
using different wavelengths. Due to laboratory resource
limits, numerical work is conducted to illustrate feasibility
and effectiveness of the proposed methods. In practical
experiments, influence from setup noise and cross–talk of
spatial light modulators can be further analyzed.
Three gray–scale input images (8 bits and
512512 pixels), i.e., Goodhill, Barbaba and Baboon
(selected
from
USC–SIPI
image
database
http://sipi.usc.edu/database/database.php?volume=misc),
are encoded by the proposed method. With the two
sparse–phase multiplexing methods, synthesized phase
maps PSA( ,) and PSM ( ,) are obtained and respectively

shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). It can be seen in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b) that only one phase distribution is required and
used as ciphertext. In method 1, only 40.0% pixels in each
sparsity map Sn ( ,) have the value of one, and the
synthesized phase map PSA( ,) can be directly applied
without other keys in the CCD plane. In method 2, only
15.0% pixels in the sparsity map S(,) have the value of
one, and a specific phase key [see Eq. (7)] is also generated
for each image decoding.
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Fig. 4. Synthesized phase maps (a) PSA( ,) and (b) PSM ( ,).

Figures 5(a)–5(c) show the recovered images
(corresponding to the three different input images), when
the synthesized phase map PSA( ,) is applied and the
first strategy (method 1) is considered. In this case, setup
parameters, such as wavelengths and distances, are
correctly applied for each image decoding. In practice,
different evaluation parameters [30–45] can be calculated
to evaluate quality of decoded images. In this study, mean
squared error (MSE) [41] is calculated and applied to
evaluate quality of recovered images, and the MSEs for
Figs. 5(a)–5(c) are 1.48104 , 1.47104 and 1.83104 ,
respectively. It can be seen in Figs. 5(a)–5(c) that no
information about input images can be visually observed.
Figures 5(d)–5(f) show the generated nonlinear
correlation maps corresponding to Figs. 5(a)–5(c),
respectively. It can be seen in Figs. 5(d)–5(f) that since the
decoded images still contain some invisible but useful
information, one remarkable peak can be observed in each
correlation distribution. When the keys, such as phase–
only mask M2, wavelength and distances, are incorrectly
used during the decoding, only noisy background can be
obtained in the generated nonlinear correlation maps.
Figures 5(g)–5(i) show the generated nonlinear correlation
maps, when phase–only mask M2 is incorrectly applied
for respectively recovering the three different input
images. It can be seen in Figs. 5(g)–5(i) that when key is
wrong, no remarkable peaks can be observed in the
generated nonlinear correlation distributions. It is
illustrated that the optical verification system can be
established based on optical encryption, and the keys
generated during the encoding can also be used for
guaranteeing optical verification system. For the sake of
brevity, performance of other keys is not presented here.

Fig. 5. (Color online) (a)–(c) The recovered images
obtained when the synthesized phase map PSA( ,) is
applied and the first strategy (method 1) is considered,
(d)–(f) the generated nonlinear correlation maps
respectively corresponding to (a)–(c). (g)–(i) The generated
nonlinear correlation maps, when phase–only mask M2 is
incorrectly applied for recovering the three different input
images.
Figures 6(a)–6(c) show the recovered images
(corresponding to the three different input images), when
the synthesized phase map PSM ( ,) is applied and the
second strategy (method 2) is considered. In this case,
setup parameters and phase key Ki ( ,) are correctly
applied for each image recovery. The MSEs for Figs. 6(a)–
4
4
6(c) are 1.49 10 , 1.48104 and 1.84 10 , respectively. It
can be seen in Figs. 6(a)–6(c) that the decoded images do
not directly render any information about the input
images. Figures 6(d)–6(f) show the generated nonlinear
correlation maps corresponding to Figs. 6(a)–6(c),

respectively. Since a phase key Ki ( ,) is also applied, the
correctly sparse phase map without cross–talk term is
generated in the CCD plane for each recovery. Hence, the
higher sparsity levels, such as 15.0%, can be used
compared with that in method 1. The phase key should be
generated for each image decoding, which also enhances
system security. However, in method 1, only one
ciphertext (i.e., synthesized phase map) is required, and
the implementation may be more straightforward without
phase keys in the CCD plane. The performance of keys is
also analyzed. Figures 6(g)–6(i) show the generated
nonlinear correlation maps, when phase–only mask M2 is
incorrectly applied for respectively recovering the three
different input images. It is illustrated that in method 2,
the keys should be correctly applied to conduct the correct
verification. For brevity, performance of other parameters,
such as wavelength and axial distances, is not presented
here.
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Fig. 6. (Color online) (a)–(c) The recovered images
obtained when the synthesized phase map PSM(,) is
applied and the second strategy (method 2) is considered,

(d)–(f) the generated nonlinear correlation maps
respectively corresponding to (a)–(c). (g)–(i) The generated
nonlinear correlation maps, when phase–only mask M2 is
incorrectly applied for recovering the three different input
images.
Capacity of the proposed method is further analyzed
by encoding a larger number of input images into only one
synthesized phase map. Figure 7(a) shows one typical
correlation (i.e., verification) distribution, when 6 different
grayscale input images (each image with 8 bits) are
encoded and method 1 is considered. In this case, each
sparsity map [Sn(,) n 1,2...6] randomly contains 70.0% of
512512 pixels. Figure 7(b) shows one typical
authentication distribution, when 6 different grayscale
input images (8 bits) are encoded and method 2 is
considered. In this case, the sparsity map S(,) still
contains only 15.0% of 512512 pixels. It can be seen in
Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) that the proposed method possesses
high capacity, and method 2 can achieve the larger
capacity because of the use of one specific phase key in the
CCD plane for each image decoding. To use visible light
source, the maximum number of input images is around
16 in the second method, when an interval of 20 nm in the
wavelength is applied. In method 1, cross–talk terms will
be generated due to direct superposition of sparse–phase
information in the CCD plane, and the system capacity is
limited. When more input images (such as more than 6)
are encoded, each sparsity map should contain more
useful pixels (i.e., the pixel value equivalent to one). In
practice, different sparsity levels can be arbitrarily
adjusted for encoding each input image to ensure that all
recovered images can be effectively verified without visual
observation of input images. The first method is more
suitable when only a few input images, such as less than
7, are simultaneously encoded. In this case, no additional
security keys should be generated and transmitted to the
receiver. The second method is more suitable when the
larger number of input images, such as more than 6,
should be simultaneously encoded. However, an
additional phase key should be generated for each
authorized receiver, which may request more effort.
It is worth noting that different from conventional
DRPE [1], the objective of this study is not to extract
high–quality input images during the decoding. Instead,
the decoded images can be verified without the disclosure
of original information, and an additional security layer
can be established. Different from conventional optical
encoding strategies [1–7], in this study optical multiple–
image verification system is established based on optical
encoding, and the keys generated by optical encoding (i.e.,
in method 2) further guarantee the safety of the designed
optical verification system.

(a)
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Fig. 7. (Color online) (a) One typical verification
distribution obtained when 6 different grayscale input
images are encoded and method 1 is considered; and (b)
one typical verification distribution obtained when 6
different grayscale input images are encoded and method
2 is considered.

4. Conclusions
A novel method has been proposed by using the MW–
DRPE with CCD–plane sparse–phase multiplexing for
optical multiple–image verification. Two different
strategies are developed and applied to conduct sparse–
phase multiplexing in the CCD plane, and main
advantages of the proposed optical system have been
illustrated. The results demonstrate that large capacity
can be achieved for optical multiple–image verification,
and high security can be correspondingly guaranteed for
the designed optical multiple–image verification system,
i.e., encoding keys and without direct observation of input
images. The proposed method provides a novel alternative
for DRPE–based optical image processing.
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